
Yutzy Woodworking: Crafting Dreams, Guided  
by Family, Faith, and Determination
In the heart of the bustling High 
Point Furniture Market, where trends 
are set and dreams are crafted, 
stands the beacon of ingenuity – 
Yutzy Woodworking. With a legacy 
spanning over 25 years, Yutzy  
Woodworking has etched its name 
into the annals of furniture  
craftsmanship, but it’s not just  
about the past; it’s about the future 
they’re sculpting today.

Amidst the excitement of the  
Market, Yutzy Woodworking unveils 
its newest venture – a sprawling 
10,000 square foot showroom, a  
testament to their commitment  
to innovation and customer  
satisfaction. Stepping into this space, 
one is greeted not just by furniture, 
but by a symphony of colors, fabrics, 
and designs, each telling a unique 
story of craftsmanship and attention 
to detail.

What truly sets Yutzy Woodworking  
apart isn’t just their storied history  
or their expansive showroom; it’s 
their unwavering dedication to 
meeting the evolving needs of  
their customers. 

Introduced just six months ago, the Prime Program promises custom  
products ready to ship in less than 5 days, with most orders prepared for  
shipment in less than 48 hours, contingent upon the next available truck.

“This program has really revolutionized how we operate and has been  
incredibly beneficial for our retailers,” says Ryan Yutzy, the visionary behind  
the brand. 

“We understand the urgency in meeting  
our customers’ needs, and the Prime  
Program ensures that they receive  
their orders swiftly, without  
compromising on quality.” - Ryan Yutzy

F O R  I M M E D I A T E  R E L E A S E

The Prime Program 
– a game-changer  

in the industry.

Simple. Fast. Satisfying.
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Guided by godly principles and  
anchored by family, Yutzy  
Woodworking isn’t just a business; 
it’s a testament to the power of faith, 
perseverance, and determination. 
“We keep asking ourselves, are we 
willing to show up and do whatever 
it takes?” Ryan muses. “That’s the 
question that drives us forward, 
pushing us to exceed expectations 
and reach new heights.”

Indeed, Yutzy Woodworking isn’t just 
about creating furniture; it’s about 
fostering partnerships with their 
retail allies and embracing the  
pulse of modern design. “Our retail 
partners are so important to us,” says 
Yutzy, emphasizing the collaborative 
spirit that drives their success. With 
a nod to the latest trends, Yutzy 
Woodworking unveils three new 
bedrooms, three new dining sets, 
multiple chairs, and a range of  
new stains – a testament to their 
commitment to staying ahead  
of the curve.

Perhaps what truly sets Yutzy  
Woodworking apart is their  
willingness to embrace change  
and adapt to the needs of a new 
generation. “New faces, new ideas, 
new generation – that’s what makes 
the dream work,” proclaims Yutzy, 
his eyes gleaming with the passion  
of a true innovator.

So, as the High Point Furniture  
Market beckons, don’t miss your chance to experience the magic of Yutzy Woodworking. Step into their showroom, 
explore their latest creations, and discover a world where craftsmanship meets innovation, guided by family, faith, and  
unwavering determination, and dreams become reality. After all, at Yutzy Woodworking, the journey is just beginning.
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